Tailor-made development of fast Li ion conducting garnet-like solid electrolytes.
This paper reports a novel approach to designing advanced solid Li ion electrolytes for application in various solid state ionic devices, including Li ion secondary batteries, gas sensors, and electrochromic displays. The employed methodology involves a solid-solution reaction between the two best-known fast Li ion conductors in the garnet-family of compounds Li(6)BaLa(2)M(2)O(12) (M = Nb, Ta) and Li(7)La(3)Zr(2)O(12). Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), AC impedance, and (7)Li nuclear magnetic resonance (Li NMR) spectroscopy were employed to characterize phase formation, morphology, ionic conductivity, and Li ion coordination in Li(6.5)La(2.5)BaZrMO(12). PXRD shows for formation of a cubic garnet-like structure and AC impedance data is consistent with other known solid Li ion electrolytes. Li(6.5)La(2.5)BaZrTaO(12) exhibits a fast Li ion conductivity of about 6 x 10(-3) S cm(-1) at 100 degrees C, which is comparable to that of currently employed organic polymer electrolytes value at room temperature. The Nb analogue shows an order of magnitude lower ionic conductivity than that of the corresponding Ta member, which is consistent with the trend in garnet-type electrolytes reported in the literature. Samples sintered at 1100 degrees C shows the highest electrical conductivity compared to that of 900 degrees C. (7)Li MAS NMR shows a sharp single peak at 0 ppm with respect to LiCl, which may be attributed to fast migration of ions between various sites in the garnets, and also suggesting average distributions of Li ions at average octahedral coordination in Li(6.5)La(2.5)BaZrMO(12). The present work together with literature used to establish very important fundamental relationship of functional property-Li concentration-crystal structure-Li diffusion coefficient in the garnet family of Li ion electrolytes.